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Independence Day is a national holiday marked by patriotic displays. Similar to other 
summer themed events, Fourth of July celebrations often take place outdoors. Because
Independence Day is a federal holiday, all non-essential federal institutions (like the U.S. 
Postal Service and federal courts) are closed on that day. Many politicians make it a point 
on this day to appear at a public event to praise the nation’s heritage, society and people. 
Speeches and editorials may invoke Revolutionary War themes such as the founding fathers 
(including John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, Patrick Henry, and George Washington), the 
Constitution, the Liberty Bell, and democratic principles such as liberty, freedom, and 
equality under the law, inalienable rights, and representative government.

Early Independence Day observances
 • In 1777, thirteen guns were fired, once at morning and again as evening fell, on
     July 4 in Bristol, Rhode Island. Philadelphia celebrated the first anniversary in a manner 
     a modern American would find quite familiar: an official dinner for the Continental 
     Congress, toasts, 13-gun salutes, speeches, prayers, music, parades, troop reviews 
     and fireworks. Ships were decked with red, white and blue bunting.

 • In 1778, General George Washington marked the Fourth of July with a double ration 
      of rum for his soldiers and an artillery salute. Across the Atlantic Ocean, ambassa-
      dors John Adams and Benjamin Franklin held a dinner for their fellow Americans
      in Paris, France.

 • In 1779, July 4 fell on a Sunday. The holiday was celebrated on Monday July 5.

 • In 1781, Massachusetts was the first legislature to recognize the Fourth of July.

 • In 1783, Moravians in Salem, North Carolina held the first celebration of the Fourth 
     of July in the country with a challenging music program assembled by Johann
     Friedrich Peter. This work was titled the Psalm of Joy.

 • In 1791, first recorded under “Independence Day” name.

 • In 1870, the U.S. Congress made Independence Day a holiday, albeit unpaid, for 
     federal employees.

     Hi Joel, 
Q: A guest just dropped some patriot-
     ic JELL-O (red and blue) on my 
     light colored carpet. What do I do?
A: Act quickly, or the spill can become 
    a stain! First, remove as much of 
    the JELL-O as possible by gently 
    scooping it up with a spoon, work-
    ing from the outside edge inwards. 
    Then wet the area just enough to 
    dilute the color. Blot (never rub) 
    with a clean white towel until no 
    more color comes up. If color 
    remains, mix of a few drops liquid 
    dish soap with a cup of warm water 
    and gently blot the area using the 
    solution and a clean white towel. 
    Next, combine 1 part white vinegar 
    with 2 parts warm water. Using a 
    clean white cloth carefully dab over 
    the spot with the mixture repeatedly 
    to lift any remaining tint. Finish by 
    applying a small amount of cool 
    water to the area, then blot with dry 
    white cloth until all excess moisture 
    is removed. 
Joel says:
    Remember, spots and stains can 
    be tricky, and certain cleaners 
    and techniques can cause per-
    manent damage. Call Jensen’s 
    anytime for a free quote if you’d 
    like us to take a look.     

Have a flooring question for Joel?
Email it to:

info@jensenscarpetcare.com

  



Location:
Downtown Green Bay:  
  • Main Street Bridge
  •City Deck
  •Leicht Memorial Park

Date:     Monday, July 4
Time:     3 - 10:30 p.m.

Festival Foods Fire over the 
Fox is back and in full swing 
for 2022.  Enjoy music from 
multiple stages, food and 

beverages, family activities, 
bounce houses and more! End 
this patriotic day by enjoying 
one of the area’s largest and 

most brilliant fireworks display 
set to music at dusk. 

VIP reserved seating will
be available!
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Healthy talk
Fight stress, get a pet: 

Work can be stressful. Sometimes home life 
is stressful too, but having a pet can help. A pet 
care trust study shows that you don’t even have to 
stroke or cuddle your pet to reap the stress-busting 
benefits. 

Merely being in the same room with a pet has 
been shown to lower stress levels; reduce heart-
beat, and lower blood pressure. About 64 percent 
of people reported that having a pet reduced their 
anxiety levels. Researchers at the University of
Pennsylvania say gazing at a fish tank can have the 
same calming effect as a session of hypnosis. Improve air quality in your home:

More often in summer than winter, homes seem to acquire a stagnant odor. You 
may begin to think, “This place smells like dirt.” Fortunately, boosting air quality 
can be easy and inexpensive. Here’s how to do it:

Begin by cleaning away dust in often missed places such as ceiling fans, base-
boards, and moldings.

Then clean the ductwork of your heating and air-conditioning system. Though 
a professional will do a better job, just placing the vacuum cleaner hose into various 
ducts can draw out a great deal of dust. Use furnace vent filters. Lift up your vents 
and put the filters in place. The air goes through the filter before it comes out. It traps 
the dust. For a more serious problem, consider an in-line air-purification system. The 
unit will pay off in the form of clean air for years to come.

Another approach to lowering the concentrations of indoor air pollutants in your 
home is to increase the amount of outdoor air coming indoors. Opening windows and 
doors, operating window or attic fans, when the weather permits, or running a win-
dow air conditioner with the vent control open increases the outdoor ventilation rate. 
And, be sure to get your carpeting professionally cleaned every six months.

Safety tips for grilling: July is National Grilling Month    
Safe grilling begins before the cooking starts: 3 With gas grills, check the connection be-

tween the propane tank and the fuel line to be sure it is working properly and not leaking. If you 
suspect a leak, put soapy water on the area and watch for bubbles to discover where it is. Never use 
a match to check for a gas leak, and never light the grill until the leak is fixed. 3 Position any grill 
on a level surface that is at least three feet away from other objects, including the house and shrubs 
or bushes. Keep children and pets away from the cooking area. When you are ready to barbecue, 
protect yourself with a heavy apron and oven mitts that fit well over your forearm. 3 When the par-
ty is over, store the grill outside and away from the house. Make sure the valves are turned off. 3 
For charcoal grills, use only starter fluids designed for that purpose. Never use gasoline. If the fire is 
slow, add dry kindling. Don’t add more liquid starter or you could cause a flash fire. 3 Remember 
to soak the coals with water before you put them in the trash. 3 Never use a barbecue grill indoors 
or in an unventilated space. It’s a fire hazard and could cause carbon monoxide poisoning.
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 Client of the month:
July 2022

JILL DEPREY
Jill Deprey left us a five-star 
review on Google after we 

completed water restoration 
work at her home. Thank you
so much for this review. We 
really appreciate you being 
a customer. We’re here for

you anytime. 
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Alchemy, Patatap and Drench     
LittleAlchemy2.com – the process 

of transformation is achieve when you mix 
different things. Start with Earth, Fire, Water, 
and Air. The goal is to create as many 
different materials or objects as possible. 
There are no rules just mix and match your 
creations to create new ones. 

PaTaTap.com - plays sounds and ani-
mations based on the keys you’re pressing 
on your computer’s keyboard. So, you can 
start typing out random lines on your key-
board and Patatap will reward you with an 
explosion of fun sounds and animations.

FlashByNight.com/Drench - a board 
full of different colors and you have to 
“drench” the entire board in one single color. 
The challenge is that you only get a limited 
number of turns to finish the board, so you 
have to think carefully about how you’ll pro-
ceed with the objective.

Hail, Caesar? The month of July is 
named after Roman leader Julius Caesar. 
Before the name change, July was known 
as Quintilis. Quintilis, the Latin word for five, 
was the fifth month on the Gregorian cal-
endar. Julius Caesar modified the calendar, 
adding the months of January and February 
and this Julian calendar is still in use today!

Hot, Hot, Hot!! The month of July 
holds some very hot records! In the north-
ern hemisphere, July is usually the hottest 
month of the year. The hottest temperature 
ever recorded in the United States was in 
Greenland Ranch, California. The thermom-
eter soared to 134°F on July 10 1913. It 
was hot enough to fry an egg on a rock in a 
matter of seconds!

Head-scratching Holidays. July 2 
is World UFO Day. July 6 is International 
Kissing Day. July 24 is National Tequila Day. 
If you end up having one too many margar-
itas and kissing an alien – well you can just 
blame it on the month of July!

3 Amazing
Websites to 
Visit This 
Month:The wandering mind

You have probably experienced “flow” many times in your life. It’s the expe-
rience of being so completely involved in something that you are unaware of your 
surroundings, and you lose track of time. Mihaly Csikszentmihayi described flow 
in his book Flow: The Psychology of the Optimal Experience (Harper Perennial). 

Flow is probably the top level of concentration. Somewhere after that comes a 
more common level where you concentrate on whatever you happen to be doing. 
At this point, however, the mind sometimes takes off on its own. It wanders. Be-
cause mind wandering is so common, psychologists say it’s worth studying. 

     Using college students as subjects,
                                                        psychologists at the University of
                                                        North Carolina found that on average,
                                                        the students weren’t thinking about
                                                        what they were doing 30 percent of
                                                        the time. For some, the percentage
                                                        was far greater. 
                                                         Wandering thoughts fell more
                                                        onto everyday things than on fantasies
                                                        or worries. The mind often made mental 

                                                               to-do lists. It had personal goals simmer-
ing outside immediate awareness. Sometimes, one of these goals grabbed atten-
tion and the mind wandered.

Where work is concerned, it’s not all bad. Instead of relaxing at home, your 
mind can wander back to work and you may have a good idea. Some great ideas 
have been born in the shower or by a swimming pool.

To reduce mind wandering:
• Avoid windows with nice views. 
• Take short breaks from work.
• Create mental pictures of the material you are reading. 
• Shut off the email and messaging programs on your computer.
• If a matter is bothering you, stop and do something about it. Just making 
   a list of what you could do will help. 
• If your mind wanders while listening, shift your position and refocus.
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Your new July
issue has arrived...

Need help now? Call us! 
(920) 393-4062

info@jensenscarpetcare.com



Do you know anyone in need of a

cleaning before their summer vacation? 

Please have them call us and we will

give them a FREE room of carpet

cleaning in your name! (Up to 200 sq. ft.

of carpet. New clients only.)  

    P.S.  We will send you a $10 gift

    certificate for your referral.

    So THANKS in advance!!

Pencil us in! 
Call Jensen’s Carpet Care & Restoration 

920-393-4062
or email: info@jensenscarpetcare.com

before July 31, 2022, and get: 

 • $15 OFF Carpet Cleaning*
 • 33% OFF Carpet Protection**

*Some restrictions may apply. Minimum charge always applies. Not
valid with other offers. ** Must be in combination with carpet cleaning.

Jensen’sJensen’s
“Secrets For Living A Healthy, Wealthy & Happy Life...”
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Maybe until now things like red wine and pizza have been banished to the kitchen because of your fears of ruining your beautiful 
carpet.  Well fear not.  Today’s carpet protection is the professional carpet cleaner’s best “secret” to extending the life of your carpet.

What exactly is “Carpet Protection”?
When your carpet was new, the factory had applied a product that coated each fiber and created a barrier of sorts against stains, 

soils and oils.  But with time, wear, and even cleanings this protective coat begins to diminish and needs to be re-applied.    
That’s where we can help. We can re-apply a factory approved product that will keep your carpet looking and performing as 

good as new.  A lot of folks skip this important step and end up with stained, tired looking carpet that looks old before it’s time. If you 
are one of those people who never saw the value of re-applying carpet protection, just think of it as the “SPF of carpets.” You wouldn’t 
dare go out in the sun these days without your layer of SPF “protection” to keep your skin looking fresh and new. Well, your carpet 
needs its protection too! It needs that little layer of protection to protect against everything from dry soils to grease and wine spills.

Of course, when you protect your carpet it doesn’t mean you can just let spots and spills sit there – all spills and spots must be 
attended to promptly. We recommend using hot tap water with a touch of mild soap (no bleach!) and just blotting with a clean absor-
bent white towel  – never rub or scrub because you’ll only tear up your fibers.

Still, sometimes we hear this….

“I’ve paid for carpet protection before and couldn’t tell a difference.”
That could be a good thing.  You want your carpet to perform as it did new from the factory.  However, there are instances where 

a cleaner may not be using a good product, may not be applying it correctly, or may not use the proper tools to apply it with. That’s 
why we guarantee everything – even the performance of our carpet protection - with a 100 percent money back guarantee.  

Now, to encourage you to remember to protect your carpet we’re offering an irresistible offer for the month of July. Check it out!

Discover the professional’s
“secret” to keeping carpets

looking new for a long, long time…
Hello friends and clients!

How would you like to have a dinner party and not even flinch when your overly
animated neighbor knocks over his glass of red wine? Or, how would you like to have
“pizza night” with the family and not bat an eye when junior drops his slice of greasy
pepperoni face down on the carpet?  



Thank you for the referrals!
Special thanks to all those who referred Jensen’s… 
Mike Solper, Karen Gordon, Cindy Newell, Prestige Cleaning, Angie Mollen, Mike Vanstraten, Kathleen Shadick, Susana 
Quiroz, Kelly Ruh, Pat McCullagh, Sally Jacobson, Abby Hatch, Sherry Engebose, John Boland, Next Door, Macco’s Floor 
Covering Center, Carpet City, Home Interiors Flooring and Design Center, IMS Barter, Facebook, Google Search and
Reviews, Yelp and Angie’s List, Toonen Properties, Kos Management, Brook Park Apartments, Alliance Management,
Olejniczak Realty, Keller Williams Realty
Thanks for all the kind words!
Nona Huempfner - “Carpets are beautiful, look like new again. The techs were very nice.” 
Kristen Busch - “Cleaning was great and super smooth process. Both techs were great to work with.”
Kailyn Blackman - “Cleaning went really well. All looks great!”
Andy Jennings - “The tech did an excellent job replacing a section of carpet for us plus cleaning our steps.  We are very 
happy with the work and support from Joel. We will definitely use your company again in the future.”  
Liz Brand - “I am very pleased with the work, and the results! I believe the stain that was ruining my days (and nights!)
is gone! Will definitely be calling Jensen’s in the future!”  
Ted and Jane Thorne - “You did a great job, the carpet came out better than I thought.”  
Chris and Janice Clemens - “The guys did great job. I didn’t realize how dirty the steps were until after they cleaned.
They look brand new again.” 
Maureen Vanstraten - “Cleaning was just fabulous. The techs were so nice and so careful. They got all of the black spray 
paint out of my carpet and it was like a dream come true. I asked the techs for business cards so I can post them all over
the apartment complex. I will never use anyone else for cleaning carpets.” 
Judy Pedersen - “Cleaning was very good. Looks really nice. The techs were professional and friendly. I will definitely
be recommending Jensen’s.” 
Judy Brooker - “All spots are gone and I appreciate the quick response and turnaround time.”
Patricia Schauer - “I am happy with the results. The carpeting is nicely refreshed. The crew were courteous, efficient
and friendly.”  
Barb Schuettpelz - “Everything went well and I am very satisfied with the cleaning. The guys were polite, professional
and were done quickly.”  
Kirsten Reitan - “Cleaning was stellar, as always! We will never call anyone else for our carpets! Thanks for the good work 
and being willing to do the “add-ons” my husband threw in at the last minute!”
Jayson Haneiwich - “Everything looks pretty good. My steps are white again.” 
 Other positive comments from:
Mary Stein, Ryan Carriveau, Tara Pigeon, Kurt Koepel, Edgar Rosario, Megan VanPay, Heather Zeise, Jim Fitzpatrick,
Katie Schock, Laura Keuler, Kendra Meinert, Mark Krueger, Joan VanEss, Carmella Gallegos, Maggie Boland, Don Toellner, 
Carrie Raasch, Joel and Kim Stone

July thanks from 
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